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Демонстрационный вариант ЕГЭ 2019 г.  – задание
№2(Greg studied in Russia for a year…)

Вы услышите диалог. Определите, какие из приведённых утверждений А–G соответствуют
содержанию текста (1 – True), какие не соответствуют (2 – False) и о чём в тексте не
сказано, то есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного
ответа (3 – Not stated). Занесите номер выбранного Вами варианта ответа в таблицу.
Вы услышите запись дважды.

http://onlyege.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/eng2019.mp3
A. Greg studied in Russia for a year.
B. Mary wants Greg to give her some advice.
C. Mary still needs to get a visa to Russia.
D. Greg thinks Mary shouldn’t take cash.
E. Greg and Mary live in London.
F. Mary always tips waiters in restaurants.
G. Greg disliked Russian soups.

Утверждение A B C D E F G

Соответствие
диалогу

Ответ: 1122332

Демонстрационный вариант ЕГЭ 2017 г.  – задание
№2( Tom has no homework at school.)

Вы услышите диалог. Определите, какие из приведённых утверждений А–G соответствуют
содержанию текста (1 – True), какие не соответствуют (2 – False) и о чём в тексте не
сказано, то есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного
ответа (3 – Not stated). Занесите номер выбранного Вами варианта ответа в таблицу.
Вы услышите запись дважды.

http://onlyege.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/ENDemo2017-2.mp3
A. Tom and Alice used to go to the same school a few years ago.
B. Tom has no homework at school.
C. Alice thinks the Arabic language is rather fashionable.
D. Tom’s been studying French at his father’s request.
E. Alice is wondering what leisure activities Tom has.
F. Tom is planning to start writing poetry.
G. Tom takes a train to visit his parents on holidays.

http://onlyege.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/eng2019.mp3
http://onlyege.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/ENDemo2017-2.mp3
http://onlyege.ru
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Утверждение A B C D E F G

Соответствие
диалогу

Ответ: 1213123

Alice: Hey, Tom! Long time no see, how are you?
Tom: Alice, what a pleasant surprise! I am doing great, what about yourself?
Alice: I’m well, too. What have you been doing all this time?
Tom: Well, I’ve been studying at a boarding school in Oxford.
Alice: Wow, it’s not the famous one for boys, is it?
Tom: Yes, that’s the one.
Alice: How do you like it? How is it different from our old school?
Tom: I like it ok. The studies are very rigorous. We have five classes a day before
lunch and four after we eat. Of course, one of the classes each day is a sport but it’s
still a rather hard day.
Alice: Sounds intense, if you ask me. Do they give you homework, too?
Tom: Well, some. We usually have reading for our lit classes and homework in
foreign languages – some vocabulary learning and grammar exercises.
Alice: How many foreign languages are you studying?
Tom: Two modern languages and Latin. You have a choice of foreign languages:
French, Spanish, Arabic and Chinese. Latin is compulsory.
Alice: Which ones are you taking right now? I think I’d go for Arabic and Chinese
since those are really popular these days.
Tom: I am studying Chinese and French. You see, my Dad has a business in
France, so if I ever decide to follow in his steps, I’ll definitely need French. And
Arabic, as you say, is very popular nowadays.
Alice: With all that studying do you ever have fun? Have you made any good
friends?
Tom: Of course, I have! I’ve got a small circle of close friends, three boys we
hang out with. At weekends we have some free time to play games, go for walks or
into town.
Alice: That’s good. What do you do when you go into town? I’ve been to Oxford
and there isn’t much to do there it seems.
Tom: Are you kidding? There is a nice cinema complex there and a shopping
centre. There are also some nice coffee shops and cheap restaurants. There is one
coffee place that has a poetry contest every Saturday night where anyone can have
stage time to recite their poetry. So, we do that with friends.
Alice: Are you serious? You recite poetry for fun? You even write your own
poetry? That’s pretty amazing. You were always into books, so I guess this school
is a good match for you.
Tom: It really is. I’m rather happy here. The only drawback is that I don’t see my
parents during the term, only on holidays and sometimes they come up to see me at
weekends.

http://onlyege.ru
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Демонстрационный вариант ЕГЭ 2016 г.  – задание №2
Вы услышите диалог. Определите, какие из приведённых утверждений А–G соответствуют
содержанию текста (1 – True), какие не соответствуют (2 – False) и о чём в тексте не сказано, то
есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного ответа (3 – Not
stated).
Занесите номер выбранного Вами варианта ответа в таблицу. Вы услышите запись дважды.

http://onlyege.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/EN_demo_2016-2.mp3
A. Lucy wasn’t at school for several days.
B. Lucy felt bad because of overeating.
C. Lucy’s mother is a doctor.
D. Peter did exercises with the map of the UK.
E. Peter is not afraid of the test.
F. Peter offers his notes to Lucy.
G. Lucy and Peter are going to review for the test later.

Утверждение A B C D E F G

Соответствие
диалогу

Now we are ready to start.
Peter: Hi, Lucy! You weren’t at school today. What is the matter? I was worried about you.
Lucy: Hi, Peter. It’s nothing serious, actually. I just felt a bit sick in the morning, so my mom let me stay
at home.
Peter: You poor thing! And are you feeling better now?
Lucy: Yeah, much better, thank you. I guess it must have been the pizza that I ate yesterday. That was
the reason for my bad stomachache. I had too much. But now, yeah, I feel all right. I think I won’t have to
miss any more lessons this week.
Peter: But you haven’t been to the doctor’s office, have you? Won’t you have problems at school because
you missed classes? When I was ill last month, I brought a medical certificate to school.
Lucy: Well, my mom called our class teacher, so I don’t think there will be any problems. Besides we
don’t have many lessons on Wednesdays. How was Geography, by the way? Did you take a test?
Peter: Oh, no, we didn’t, but we revised the material for the test. The teacher asked several people to do
exercises with the map of the UK at the blackboard, and then we had a sort of contest in groups where
we had to find different mountains, rivers and lakes – the quicker the better, that was fun! And we also
checked our homework and asked the teacher questions if we were not sure about the answers. You
know, I feel well-prepared for tomorrow’s test now.
Lucy: Wait a second! Are we going to take the test tomorrow? I can’t believe it!
Peter: Yes, our teacher said that we are starting a new topic next week, so we have to finish this one
tomorrow. Do you need any help with geography?
Lucy: Uh, if you can lend me your exercise-book with notes and checked homework, that would save me
hours.
Peter: I am afraid I can’t give you my exercise-book right now because I have to revise the material for
the test myself. But if you call me in two hours, we could probably study for the test together.

http://onlyege.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/EN_demo_2016-2.mp3
http://onlyege.ru
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Lucy: Sounds like a great idea. And thanks so much for offering to help. It’s so nice to have a friend like
you.
Peter: No problem. See you later then. Bye for now.
Lucy: Bye, Peter.

You have 15 seconds to complete the task. (Pause 15 seconds.)
Now you’ll hear the text again. (Repeat.)
This is the end of the task. You now have 15 seconds to check your answers.
(Pause 15 seconds.)

Ответ: 2133121

ЕГЭ 2016 (досрочный период) – задание №2

Вы услышите диалог. Определите, какие из приведённых утверждений А–G соответствуют
содержанию текста (1 – True), какие не соответствуют (2 – False) и о чём в тексте не сказано,
то есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного ответа (3 –
Not stated). Занесите номер выбранного Вами варианта ответа в таблицу. Вы услышите запись
дважды.

http://onlyege.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/eng-dosrochniy-2016-2.mp3
A. Anna is looking forward to the family holiday.
B. Ben has watched all Disney cartoons.
C. Anna thinks that only parents with children go to the cinema to see cartoons.
D. Ben and his friends watch cartoons at Ben’s house.
E. Anna thinks that some cartoons are like feature films.
F. Anna thinks that Ben wouldn’t like going to Florida after all.
G. Ben would like to meet Mickey Mouse.

Утверждение A B C D E F

Соответствие
диалогу

Ответ: 1223121

Anna: Hi, Ben! How was school today?
Ben: Hey, Anna! School was alright. How are you?
Anna: I’ve got such exciting news, Ben! You won’t believe it!
Ben: What is it, Anna? I hope it’s good!
Anna: Mum and Dad are taking us to Disneyworld in Florida in June, after school is out!
Ben: Disneyworld? Are you serious? Which part of it should I be excited about?
Anna: Oh, Ben! All of it! We’ll see the Magic Kingdom and stay in a hotel there for three days!
Ben: Anna, don’t you think we are just a bit old for that? When was the last time we watched a cartoon?
Anna: Come on, Ben! There’ve been really awesome cartoons lately. I’ve watched them all, it’s not my

http://onlyege.ru/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/eng-dosrochniy-2016-2.mp3
http://onlyege.ru
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fault you’ve refused to go see them with me. Remember I went with mum and dad to the cinema when
“Cars” was playing and not too long ago it was “How to Train Your Dragon”? Why didn’t you go?
Ben: That would’ve been really embarrassing, Anna!
Anna: But why? When I go with my friends, half of the audience is adults!
Ben: Hah! Of course, they are. They bring their kids to see the cartoon.
Anna: Not always. I’ve seen couples alone, without kids. Last time a new big screen cartoon came out,
Mum and Dad went to see it on their date night, remember?
Ben: Well, ok, but we aren’t adults. We are teens, and teens don’t watch kids’ movies. We like to watch
action films and horror films not some children’s stories about toys or fairy tale characters.
Anna: You can’t be right! My friends watch cartoons all the time! Especially those in a series like the
Simpsons and Futurama. Those are not for children at all, if you ask me.
Ben: You have a point there. I watch those with my pals all the time. Those are made for more grown up
audiences. But Disney?
Anna: They do some serious stuff nowadays, and you know it. They have state-of the art technology to
make great films. Sometimes it’s even hard to tell it’s an animated film, it is so good. Sometimes you
forget there are no real actors in cartoons. Admit it, Ben, you are just being stubborn! Now you are
excited to go to Florida as much as I am!
Ben: Florida does sound like fun after all. I guess it’s ok that we are going to Disneyworld but only if I get
to see those famous mouse characters – Mickey and Minny …
Anna: Oh, Ben …

http://onlyege.ru

